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It is possible that most evangelicals were less contemplative and nature-

oriented than those whose accounts were published. The view is most

restricted for the case of black evangelicals. Grainger strives to include

them but relies more heavily on the work of other scholars, such as Ras

Michael Brown, Janet Duitsman Cornelius, and Albert Raboteau. The

result is that black evangelicalism does not receive the same depth of

description and may well have operated according to separate principles.

A strength of the book is that it raises questions that hold promise for

future work. Grainger has succeeded in presenting a study that compli-

cates scholars’ understanding of how evangelicals thought about their

world and, generally, how they thought. He takes evangelical Christianity

and its practitioners seriously as more than noisy revivalists, showing

many of them to have been thoughtfully engaged with the physical world

and the energy that they believed animated it.

Hu nter Pri ce is an assistant professor of history at Western Washing-

ton University. He is the author of “The Traveling Life of John

Littlejohn” in the Journal of Southern History and is currently research-

ing Methodists, social capital, and settlement in the early American West.

The Practice of Citizenship: Black Politics and Print Culture in the
Early United States. By Derrick R. Spires. (Philadelphia: University of

Pennsylvania Press, 2019. Pp. 314. Cloth, $49.95.)

Reviewed by Peter Wirzbicki

Derrick Spires, an associate professor of English at University of Illinois

at Urbana–Champaign, wrote The Practice of Citizenship: Black Politics
and Print Culture in the Early United States in part to respond to the

sense that discussions about print culture, the public sphere, and demo-

cratic deliberation had left out black participants and visions. The result-

ing work, though, is far more interesting than if Spires simply had

applied the theories of Jürgen Habermas or others to early African Amer-

ican literature. Instead he develops his own theory of how black thinkers

and writers developed what he calls a “practice of citizenship.” Scholars

working on black radicalism, American print culture, and antebellum

politics will find this a provocative and fruitful read. The book uses a

rich diversity of sources, a wide array of theoretical perspectives from
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contemporary critical theory, and close readings of both well-known and

sometimes unfamiliar sources to establish that antebellum black thinkers

were developing novel ways to think about power and citizenship

through engagement with a literary public sphere.

At the center of Spires’s argument is a convincing and important re-

theorization of citizenship. Black thinkers and activists in the antebellum

period—men and women like Absalom Jones, Richard Allen, James

McCune Smith, William J. Wilson, Francis Watkins Harper, and many

others—conceived of citizenship, he argues, less as a formal legal right

defined by the state and more as a practice, something that is produced

through energetic and engaged political activism, especially through an

assertive print culture. Black thinkers conceived of citizenship as what
you do, in other words, not who you are or how the state sees you. By

adding a valuable literary-studies perspective to such recent historio-

graphical studies of the history of citizenship by legal historians like

Barbara Welke and Martha Jones, Spires’s work shows how the creation

of citizenship was a cultural and literary project as much as a political

one.

The black press plays a central role in this construction of citizenship.

Spires sees the emergence of a black print culture as a central “space” in

which “black writers constituted community outside of the nation-state

form” (9). It was in pamphlets, newspapers, and short fiction that black

writers theorized these new practices of citizenship.

He begins in the immediate post-revolutionary period with an analysis

and discussion of the “neighborly” ethos that black Philadelphians

preached in the wake of the famous yellow-fever epidemic of 1793.

Spires argues that black Philadelphians sought to mobilize under the

hegemonic banner of civil republicanism while simultaneously expanding

this notion of civic virtue by incorporating “neighborliness,” a trait that

had a “more democratic ethos of equality and inclusion” than white

thinkers tended to (56).

The relatively restrained and deferential citizenship of Jones and Allen

is soon supplanted by the more assertive “circulating” citizenship of the

Colored Convention movement. Spires shows how accounts of these

conventions were meant to be printed and published, “circulating” well

beyond their immediate contexts. Historians may be interested in how

Spires centers debates about state citizenship, in contrast to some histo-

riographical interpretations that have tended to focus on the creation of
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national citizenship. Black thinkers also increasingly engaged with ques-

tions about “economic citizenship.” Spires discusses debates between

William J. Wilson and James McCune Smith about “black aristocracy”

and the “best average colored citizen” (143). Together, Spires shows

that a rich and vibrant debate about the meaning of republicanism, mar-

ket life, and economic citizenship occurred in the black press.

Next, Spires turns his attention to “critical citizenship,” especially as

modeled by the briefly lived Anglo-African Magazine. For Spires, “criti-

cal citizenship” disrupts and unsettles otherwise fixed and unified norms

of white supremacy and white citizenship. Critical citizenship is “intru-

sive”; it invades the settled spaces of white politics that seek to circum-

scribe political belonging. While white thinkers, he argues, were mostly

united in an aesthetic judgment that African Americans were incapable

of citizenship, the Anglo-African kept alive a more radical and utopian

vision. The final culmination of this rich tradition of black theorizing

about citizenship is “revolutionary citizenship.” This was a practice of

black thinkers representing and appealing to narratives of slave rebellion,

black assertiveness, and ultimately antislavery violence. Spires uses

Francis Watkins Harper, especially a close reading of her poems, as the

exemplar of this highest form of thinking about citizenship, one that

accepted and embraced violent and revolutionary resistance.

Spires’s book, then, is a work of literary analysis and political theoriz-

ing that is very attuned to historical development, evolution, and dialec-

tical development. In a sense, the book goes through stages, each chapter

revealing a higher form of black theorizing about citizenship and the

tensions within and without, until we reach something like a culmination,

a higher synthesis, in the “revolutionary citizenship” modeled by

Harper.

The Practice of Citizenship does a great job analyzing black political

and social writing, but this sometimes comes at the expense of the

author’s attention to historical context. It can appear as if the conversa-

tions that Spires traces are occurring against a background of monolithic

and unchanging white supremacy, ignoring the many divisions within

American society that were leading to Civil War. For instance, describing

the fugitive slave Anthony Burns’s 1854 rendition, he claims that “most

white abolitionists seemed long on fiery rhetoric but short on action”

(166,) failing to mention that a biracial group of abolitionists led, in part,

by Thomas Wentworth Higginson, had killed a U.S. Marshal in an

attempt to free Burns.
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But ultimately, Spires’s project is to do what he calls a “reparative”

reading of these black thinkers—frequently linking them to contemporary

cultural and political theory—so a certain amount of smoothing out of

the historical background perhaps helps to highlight his read on these

black thinkers. Overall, this is an important and interesting book that

provides a fascinating interpretation of black activism and print culture

in the years before the U.S. Civil War.

Pe ter W irz bic ki is an assistant professor at Princeton University.

Accounting for Slavery: Masters and Management. By Caitlin

Rosenthal. (Cambridge, MA: Harvard University Press, 2018. Pp. 295.

Cloth, $35.00; paper, $18.95.)

Reviewed by Ann Marsh Daly

Accounting for Slavery offers a nuanced and meticulously researched

analysis of management practices on West Indian and southern U.S.

plantations. While historians have explained slavery’s centrality to Amer-

ican economic development by examining relationships between the

plantation complex and financial capital, northern industrialization, and

global commodities markets, Rosenthal looks at the books. Through a

close reading of plantation accounts and by finding parallels between

plantations and later nineteenth-century corporations, she argues that

slaveholders were early practitioners of scientific management.

Rosenthal organizes her account chronologically and thematically

around four business practices: managerial hierarchies, standardized

reporting, productivity analysis, and capital valuation. This structure

offers an overview of plantation management from the eighteenth century

through Reconstruction. She begins with eighteenth-century West

Indian sugar plantations, where absentee slave owners developed mana-

gerial structures to supervise production from afar. This system of

vertical reporting resembled those found in late nineteenth-century

multidivisional corporations, with free white overseers and attorneys

managing white bookkeepers, and enslaved drivers responsible for

supervising gangs of enslaved workers in sugar fields, boiling houses,

and livestock pens. As each layer of management generated compre-

hensive records, absentee owners could compare productivity across

plantations and re-allocate enslaved workers between tasks. Complex
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